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Rivers - Our Heritage Our Future 

Abstract 

The growth, development, evolution and su tenance of our civilization arc 
dependent on river . The river basin system pro idc the ba ic resources for 
economic growth and development. This includes land for agriculture and 
urbanization, water for residential and commercial use. water for irrigation and 
generation of hydropower energy, .co-tourism activities in upstream basins, and 
the mining of ri er alluvium such as riv ·r sand for the construction industry. 
However, limited understanding and the disruptions of ri .r busin process 
response systems arc also usso .iutcd v ith th· cmer cue, of 11 ., proc ·sst•s and 
int 'nsifying existing pn · .sses thut posed serious chullcuu ·s to 1101 only the 
continued sustenance of th· 'C momi · acti itics hut an: h th nnscl cs 
environmental hazards that threatens the ' cllurc and .om fort of the basin 
dwell er, Mismanag nn •nt of ri er r .sou: ·cs have led to in ·1 ·asin' fr .qu -uci •s 
and magnitudes (intensities) of environment 11 hazards su .h ns Iloods, rapid slope 
failures, river bank erosion and slumping, ace ilcratcd soil .rosiou. and problems 
associated with. cdimcnturion. It an also be argued that even urban pollution is 
also as, ociated v ith mismanagement of the ri er basins st ·111. This lecture is :111 

attempt to dcscrib the importan e and contribution nf]711l'iril g1•cn11m1ihologirnl 
studies in understanding ri er basin pro .css - r .spons • s 1st •111s and its 
contribution to a su tained development of riv 'r basin 1 isourccs. The discussion 
of thi lecture would be based on th· r .search, pres ntntions. consultancy work 
and publication, that 1 ha e carried out sin 'C th· la 't 15 years. 
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Preamble 
Bismillahir Rahmannir Rahim 

Assalamualaikum Warahmatulahi Wabarakatuh 
A Very Good Morning and Fine Day to All 

L adies and Gentleman, before I begin let me express my deepest 
appreciation and thanks to Yg. Bhg., Dato' Professor Dr Hashim Yaccob, 
Vice Chancellor, University of Malaya for giving me this opportunity to 

present my inaugural lecture and also for his kind attendance to grace this 
important function of my academic life. Thank you, Yg. Bhg. Dato', and May 
God Bless You, lnsyal/ah. 

Ladies and Gentleman, perhaps it would be best that I elaborate on the title 
of my lecture - Rivers Our Heritage Our Future. Rivers had evolved since the 
last 4.5 billion years (-) and this process had continue through geological time 
even after the demise of a particular human civilization, this is our heritage, 
inheriting the result. of thousand of years of work and sculpturing by [orces of 
nature, in this case the processes of running water. 

Human civilizations on the other hand had evolved and become more 
developed since the last I 0,000 years (-) and this evolution had been dependent 
on river resources. Looking from a moment in time where this utilization of river 
resources had taken place, it shows that the growth, development and evolution 
of human civilization is part of this continuum, this is our future (Figure I). 
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Thus the earliest known civilizations uch a the Me opotamian Civilization 
(for example the Sumerians, Babylonians and Assyrians, ee also Plate la and 
lb) also known as "the civilization of the land between two river "(i.e. the Tigris 
and Euphrates) , the Indus Civilization (the nomenclature Sindhu-Sarasvati 
Civilization is sometimes used, the Ancient Nile Civilization of Egypt and the 
Hwang Ho Civilization also known a. th " radlc of the Chine, e Civilizations" 
arc earliest form of human civilizations whose growth, evolution and decay ha c 
been attributed mainly to the river that nows through the region. 
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Plate I a: The Growth, Dev clopmcnt, E\ elution, ustcnnn ·i.: and Evcutunl I) 'l'tl of the 
Mesopotamian ivilizntions arc attribut id to the H " Regimes of the Eu1 luut ·s and 

Tigris Rivers stems (S<>llff<': rlrt• Im met) 

Plate I b: The Impact of Civilization and the overall growth of a Region 
(source: The internet) 
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These earliest forms of human civilization in fact also influenced the growth, 
development and expansion of future civilizations in earth's history. Even today, 
the development and prosperity of the human civilization is dependent on the 
river. River systems such as the St Lawrence and Mississippi in North America, 
Amazon and La Plata in South America, Rhine, Volga, Elbe and Danube in 
Europe, Nile and Orange in South America, Mekong in Asia and many other river 
systems provided the thrust for agriculture and industrial development and 
urbanization in the developing and developed countries. In Malaysia, the growth 
and development of the Sungai -~-------------, 
Kelang Basin provides the locus '""' 
point for the overall development 
of the country. The other major 
rivers systems such as the Perak, 
Pahang, Kelantan, Langat, 
Linggi, Johore and Muda have all 
been associated With process of 
urbanization in the respective 
regions. 

To use the analogy of an 
organic form, rivers are like 
arteries or conduits of elaborate 
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(Source : Khairulmaini and Fauza 1997) 
circulation systems, transporting 
nutrients and water for metabolic functions thus governing the growth and suste 
nance of the organic form. Severing the flow of these circulation systems would 
thus disrupt metabolic processes, growth and the sustenance of life, and culmi 
nating with the eventual death of the organic form. Metaphorically rivers are not 
only living entities, but it provides for life and sustains it. In fact rivers arc sym 
biont with life itself. 

In Malaysia, for example, my study (Fauza and Khairulmaini 1995; 
Khairulmaini 1997) on the factors influencing the decay of traditional 
agricultural systems in Negeri Sembilan was mainly attributed to the fluctuations 
in the rainfall - river hydrological regimes as one of the major factors influencing 
the cultural geography of the state (Figure 2). It could be argued here that 
traditional cultural systems flourish and decayed as a result of changing river 
hydrological regimes. In Malaysia, the existence or ircut expanse or idle and 
abandoned lands attests to the importance or the river hydrological regimes in 
sustaining irrigation practices that ur · ·ruciul i11 pudi cultivation (Khuiruhnuini 
and Fauza 1997). 
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INTRODUCTION 

R ivers fascinates me for the simple reason that it is the main driving force 
that can imposed tremendous changes (imperceptible or rapid) to the 
surface of the earth (morphology) and the results of which thus governs 

the wellbeing (river resources utilization) and at the same time imposed threats 
(river floods) to whoever lies is in its path. Jn a nutshell rivers are closely related 
to the survival or a particular community, and societies had evolved adapting to 
the river process regimes. 

A study on the flood plain dwellers of Kampung Morten, Malacca shows 
how societies have lived in symbiont with the river process regimes through 
various adapting mechanisms (in many cases. however, societies have yet to 
b iucr understand the river basin process regimes. such that the potential risks 
to river processes induc id hazards remains very high). Such rclutiouships 
describe the harmony that has existed between civilization and the river since 
time immcmoriul (Khuirulmuini 199-lu). I Im .vcr, this lu11111011y hus 111ud · 
societies compluccut about rivers and w ith the increasing problem of 
ovcrcxploitntion, societies become mor • exposed to the pot .utiul hu/urds that the 
changing patterns of the river process regimes posed (Plates _a ,2h and Zc). 

Ri crs sustains life pro ides opportunities for c ·0111H11ic grnwth) and 
terminates life (such as the impact of riv ·r induced disasters). Sometimes lllL'SL' 
changes produced picturesque lnndxc.q cs that sll\l\\ clcurl 1 the tremendous 
power that a river has. Howcx er in other cases the changes arc v .ry suhtl · that 
one can ne er associate it with river processes. 

Piute 2a - rbanization and industrialization intensifies river pollution (the suds in the 
describes waste detergents been flushed into the Sungai Kerayong, 

a tributary of the Sungai Kelang 
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Plate 2b-The magnitude and frequency of river bank erosion 
intensifies with urbanization 

Plate 2c - Societies adpt to river basin proccss-rcsponce regimes. 1 lowcvcr limited 
knowledge on human induced changes on the process-response regimes 
makes the process of adaption a continuous effort which sometimes 

can lead to complnccncy and threat of potential risks 
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More important rivers are everywhere and thus manife ton tho e life forms 
that inhabit the surface of the earth (Man, Plants and Animals). Thus rivers are 
often describe as " ustenance of life" and intertwined on our daily lives quite 
regularly and needs to be understood. To use the analogy "understand your friend 
or your foe, before you do something . tupid", rivers need to be studied and 
understood before they arc developed. Preliminary appraisal of river ba in 
process - response regimes can help in belier decision making in river basin 
re ources development, and the implementation of best practices. 

As past experiences have shown, the limited understanding of the river 
process regimes are often associated with increasing intensities of environmental 
hazards and emerging regularity in the occurrence (frequencies) of 
environmental disasters. I must admit here that my contribution to river studies 
is but a grain in an ocean of knowledge. 

It is the main objccti e of this lecture to show my contribution to this vast 
knowledge of river studies and how I hu e tried to go about understanding the 
subject To 1111dastr111d ri crs, ' c need to r .f er to the sci .ncc of geomorphology 
- a scientific study of tlu: 11wrp/wlogv of tlu: surfeu»: <~(th<' enrtlt, In lnymun 
terms, geomorphology is th' study of landforms and hm the nrc 101111 .d, and 
arc time dependent 

There arc two basic consid iratious in undcrstnndiuu lnudlonus, I) 
landforms arc th' result or th, opposing intern lions b •t\ ccu s/1<•<11' .l'fn•.1-.1·ji11n·.1· 
and the shear strength forces of the surfu ' of the earth and (~) landforms arc 
geometric features (morphological stru tur .s) thnt can assume dimensions ut 
different spatial cales. Landforms arc in fa t expressions of losses and gains on 
the . urface of the earth. Soil erosion pillars, for example arc Inn Honus s · ·n ut 
the micr level of pati: I resolution (Khuirulmaini 199 l ). Th .se tlli .ro-lundfunu 
Ieatur '. des ribc a . imp le model f stress - strength r ·lutionships thut c ist in 
geomorphological tcms. The shear stress fore sh .rc is rainfall forces and the 
shear strength fore are the size of the s ii erosion pillar cappings and the 
characteristic. of the material. that nstirute the erosion pillars (Plate 3). Shear 
sires: force ha e an energy gradient to it. These energy gradients are brought 
about by many major agent. of change, in luding water, air, gravity and currents. 

Gr gory ( 1972) propos ed a imple geomorphological equation to describe 
landforrn formation, \ here, F (Landform) is a function of P (processes) on M 
(materials) over time. However, my study on the soil erosion pillars suggest that 
this equation needs to be improved (Khairulmaini 1991; 1996a) where, the 
revised equation states that, Landform Response is a function of Shear Stress 
Forres on the Shear Strength Forces of a particular geomorphological system. 
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Plate 3- Soil Erosion Pillars are Micro-Geomorphological Systems that describes the 
Shear Stress - Shear Strength relationships in Geomorphological Systems 

· (Source Khairulmaini 1991) 

Landform response not only refers to the morphology of a particular landform, 
but also the losses and gains that occurs within and from the system (these 
includes sediments, solutes and water). The shear strength forces arc determined 
by the system's characteristics (these arc the intrinsic and extrinsic and properties 
of the basin). Extrinsic system characteristics include for example vegetation 
cover density, for example plays a very important role in neutralizing the impact 
of shear stress forces induced by rainfall through interception. Conversely, the 
binding effects of its root systems significantly increase the shear strength of the 
materials or soil systems on the slopes (Khairulmaini l 992a and I 996a). Slope 
morphology could also influence the intensity of shear stress forces of run off 
processes. Convex slopes arc associated with increasing momentum and thus 
increase the shear stress forces acting downslope and the converse is true for 
concave slopes (Khairulmaini I 995b). Intrinsic system factors are related to the 
physical and chemical properties of the materials that constitute the system. 
Consolidated materials such as rocks arc generally associated with greater shear 
strength when compared with unconsolidated materials such as soils and 
sediments. However, shear strength properties between rock types can also show 
variation. Sandstones are in general much weaker than granites Lo resist the shear 
stress forces of weathering and rainfall. Limestones for example are highly 
susceptible to chemical weathering forces. In the lpoh Region, Pcruk, this 
weakness of limestone rock formations rnanifcsls itself' on the picturesque 
landscapes of the region. 
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Fluvial geomorphology is that branch of geomorphology that studies the action 
of running water on land and the evolution of landform , a oppo ed to coastal 
geomorphology that studies the role of water in the marine environment. The 
action of water on land follows diff crcnt pathways (surface and subsurface flows) 
but coalesced into a river basin or sometimes also referred to as a drainage basin. 
The evolution or this basin eventually go crns the o crall evolution of the earth' 
surface (Figure 3). Each river system is associated with its own basin. The for 
mation of this basin i the result of the cumulative action of water flow process 
es within the basin. 

t 0 

I Erosion I 

t n maximum entropy 

I Water Pathways I 

Figure 3 - The evolution of th' has in ; l\ ·rns the m crull 
evolution 1if 1hc earth's surface 

The R 'vised Gcomorphologi 'al ·quation provid 'S a useful conceptual 
framework by v hich river basin gcomorpholog 1 'an be b 'ti 'r understood and 
studied ( igurc 4: Plate 4). The river basin summarizes the cumulative effects of z 
water flow processes ' ithin a morphol gical distinct geometric surface feature ~ 
of th earth's surface. ly . tudy on valleyfloor fills (Khairulmaini l 989; l 993) ~ 
and allcysid colluv ium (Khairulmaini l 995a) describes the role of changing ~ 
hydr logical regime. on the ero .ion, transportation and deposition of drainage P 
basins' sediments. Both of these tudie how that the morphology of the basin ~ ~ 
(gcomorphornetric properties) and it alleyfloor and valleyside slopes geometry f.Q 

Cl. 
go erns the \ ater now processes and influences the development of the basin 
syvtcm (Figure» Sa and Sb). 
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The Early Years - How a River System Evolves 

There are many ways a river can form (see for example Knighton 1985). 
However, the growth, development and evolution of river basins are dependent 
on two basic factors, (1) regular rainfall and (2) a surface flow that is capable to 
form a permanent channel and sustain it. River basin evolution can be best 
understood by referring to 
hydro-geomorphological 
models. 
These models describe 
the water flow pathways 
on the surface of the 
earth. Water pathways are 
governed by (I) rainfall 
and (2) surface character 
istics. The spatial and 
temporal differences in 
the earth's surface charac 
teristic arc associated 
with different hydro-geo 
morphological models. 
Two extreme models can 
be described, (1) a hydro 
geomorphological fewer 
than I 00% vegetation 
cover, and (2) a hydro 
geomorphological model 
under 0% vegetation 
cover. 
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The former model best describes Tropical Humid Denudation Systems and the 
latter model describes an Arid Denudation System. Man's activities on earth can 
change earth's surface characteristic , such that through the process of 
de-vegetation a Tropical Humid Systems can change from being a 100% 
vegetation cover basin (Plate 5) to a 0% vegetation cover basin and the de-vege 
tated basin then assumes an Arid Denudation System (Plate 6). 

Figure Su - The rclutionships of basin qcrunurphomcu ' and dixcluu ic 
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Piute 5- Vegetation haracieristics Governs Basin Hydrology and the Evolution of 
Drainage Sy tern under Tropical Humid Conditions 
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Plate 5- Vegetation Characteristics Governs Basin Hydrology and the Evolution of 
Drainage Systems under Tropical Humid Conditions 

Plate 6- Slope Morphology (Gradient, Curvature, Length and Height) Governs Basin 
Hydrology under Arid Systems and Disturbed Geomorphological Systems 

There is close relationships between vegetation characteristics, slope 
morphology and soil characteristics on vallcysidc slopes lo influence the 
valleyside slope hydrology regime and the growth of incipient drainage channels. 
My study on valleyside slopes covered with dellinea sujfriticosa describes how 
vegetation characteristics such as leaf area, branch density, tree structure, root 
density, canopy cover and species height have significant relationships with soil 
development so as to influence the local hydrological rcgim ·s and initiation 
incipient drainage lines on th· basin slop ·s (Plat · 7; Khuirulmnini I 992u; I 99Cw). 
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These hydro-geomorphological model are al o "system of lo ses", where 
sediments and chemical are been flushed out from the ri er ba in. Depending on 
the rate of losses, these would govern the evolution of the basin. Tropical Humid 
Basins arc associated with chemical losse and Arid Ba ins are associated with 
sediment losses. It is for this simple reason that river ba in evolution is more 
pronounced in Arid Regions. My study on erni-arid and disturbed 

Plate 8 - The growth of incipient gullies are more intense and elaborate under limited 
vegetation coverm typical of arid and disturbed geomorphological systems. 
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geomorphological systems (Khairulmaini J 987a; J 993; I 995b) describes a 
number of phases in the growth, development and evolution of drainage basins 
under homogeneous materials. These processes also describe the general 
evolution of river channels and the valleyside slopes. 
Figure 6a and 6b summarizes the various stages of drainage basin evolution 
under semi-arid I disturbed conditions and under Tropical Humid condition for 
small basins. Under Tropical Humid conditions, vegetation systems play a very 
critical role in influencing growth and evolution of the basin system. In general 
these studies conform to the findings of other studies that describe drainage 
network growth and evolution. However, local environmental settings could 
change the pattern of evolution, such as the structural geology of underlying 
rocks, valleyside slope orientation, and also the type of landuse practices. The 
relationships between vegetation, slope morphology and soil characteristics on 
selected Tropical Humid basins show that the growth of drainage basin systems 
is very dependent on the controls of vegetation on slope and soil development in 
the basins (Khairulrnaini I 996a). The relationships govern the nature of the slope 
hydrological regime and growth of incipient run off processes on the slopes and 
the growth of incipient gullies on the vallcysidc slopes (Plate 8; Khairulrnuini 
1994b). Jn general, both of these studies describe that drainage systems evolution 
involves, (I) initiation, (2) elongation, (3) maximum elongation, (4) integration 
and (5) abstraction. Given sufficient energy gradients drainage basin evolution 
describes very dynamic environmental systems. 

Drainage basin evolution also influenced the development of valleyside 
slopes and the channel slope subsystems. However, in my study of valleyside 
slope colluvium in Senti Arid Basins (Khairulmaini I 995c) and in Tropical 
Humid Basins (Khairulmaini I 996a), valleyside slope evolution is dependent on 
the mass movement and mass transport processes on the slopes. The model 
postulated in each case is based on a convcxo-concavc slope decline model 
(Figure 7a). 

Jn relation to valleyside slope evolution my study on the channel processes 
at the Upper Basin System of Sungai Linggi (Figure 7b; 1997) shows that channel 
slope processes of entrainment, erosion and transportation works independent of 
valleyside slope processes and the hydro-geomorphological models that 
describes basin evolution I mentioned earlier. However, it must be mentioned 
here the net basin evolution model is a cumulative effect of processes that occur 
on the valleyside slope and the channel slope. The overall denudation system of 
the basin, however, is a continuum (valleysidc slope - channel slope - drainage 
basin sediment yield), contributing LO the final S xlirn 'Ill output or the basin 
system. 
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l-igure 6b - 'I he Stage of Drainage Basin Evolution Under Semi-Arid/Disturbed 
Geomorphological Systems 
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Figure 7a - Valleyside evolution describes a tendency for slope lo decline in a convex - 
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Figure 7b - The erosion and deposition of along river channels dcscrih •s the shor: 1 ·1111 
flucctuutions in sediment losses and rains in the system 
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Searching for Coherency - Identification, 
Classification and Geomorphological Systems 

River basin evolution gives rise to morphologically distinct geometric features 
(Khairulrnaini l 987b; 1989; l 994c) on the earth's surface (the incision effect). To 
a layman these features could best be described a representing a chaotic pattern 
on the earth's surface (degraded landscapes) and generally shows the highs and 
lows of' the earth's surface. However, to the fluvial geomorphologist, these 
features describe the existence of (I) individual independent and dynamic 
systems, and (2) which forms part of a bigger system through exchanges and 
maintenance of a continuous transfer of energy and matter between component 
subsystems. This transfer of energy and mutter are in a state of llu and 
determines the equilibrium state of the system. 

A study on the ulleysidc collu ium vallcylloor till deposits in small 
ephemeral basins shows that sediment removal, transport and deposition 
describes this process of continuous mo cmcnts ol' cucr • and muller that links 
the differ ·nt subs st nus of th• druinu • · basins (Phu • 9; Khuiruhuuini I <J()4d). 

I 
H VaUayf!ll 

Saitn 

Piute 9 - The removal, tran port and deposition of valleyside colluvium-valleyfill deposit 
describes the continual movements of energy and matter linking different subsystems of 

the drainage basins 
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Pluvial geomorphological systems (the basin system and its subsystems of, 
valleyside slopes and channel slopes) can be mapped using large scale aerial 
photographs and satellite imageries. These mapping techniques arc becoming 
more precise with the advent of digital satellite technology. Pluvial 
geomorphological systems can be mapped and classified with precision to the I 
meter resolution. 

The ability to recognize fluvial geomorphological systems have greatly 
improved natural resources developments through better decision making and 
planning (Khairulmaini 1991; 1992b; 1994e; 1996b; 200la; 2003a; 2003b).The 
production of an Asian Mega-Geomorphology Map for example could facilitate 
better air traffic navigation and land communication in Asia (Figure 8; Chen and 
Khairulmaini 1996; Khairulmaini 1991). These geometric features are 
specifically called geomorphological systems based on their morphogcnetic 
differentiation (fluvial geomorphological systems as to coastal 
geomorphological systems, or aeolian geomorphological systems or glacial 
geomorphological systems). 

The basic geomorphological system unit is the drainage basin. It 
summarizes the effects of all the drainage pathways within a geometric form 
(basin). Drainage basins can exist at different spatial resolutions based on some 
form of drainage basin ordering (Figure 9). The unit basin can further be 
classified into smaller spatial resolutions (sub-systems). 

.. 

Figure 8 - Part of Asia Mc iu comorpholo •y Mup ProjL'CI with th · 
'hiucs · Acudemy of Selene · 
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Figure 9 - The drainage basin system cane. ist al dillercut lewis of sputiul ditlcrcntiu 
tion for example bused on simple orderiu • system 

The most importnnt of th .sc spnt in) units ar • th· 'allc side slope systems 
and the channel slope systems, The vullc side slope systrn1s and chunn ·I slope 
systems can be further classified into smaller iudep .nd ·111 systems bused 011 

geometric (morphologic) differentiation .• light chun •cs in ulleysidc slope 
curvature for example can influence tlw t pc and intcusitv of slope pro ·cssL'S 
there (Khairulmaini l 995a; Plate I 0). 

(t) (ll) 
-....._.-... c......- 

R&I 

le) (d) 

Figure JO - Drainage basms are opens terns whose internal structures regulates the flow 
of energy and mailer. Drainage basins era systems in dynamic equilibrium and can 

achieved teady state canditions in a moment in time 
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Geomorphoroai1cat system' can at!lo be c1es:.1r1et1 1u1wd on tnl 
oralnage zones. The main m:tlnage types wt uppf.'I' (1}. mldO!tl 
(2). lower (3) and esb.Jar'lre (4) drainage zones E11Lh ara1nage 
zones Is a process-response s~em wttt1 ltt typ1c1t fbrms eoo 
processes Upper drainage xona1 •• a socialed With steep 
s1op1n anci high energy gr11a1ent5 

•T 

// « <, 
• 1 "> 
I . 

»> --· 

Geomo1pholog1cal systems are ctten OMded b39eci on v111eyslde 
Slope' and ctennel s-ptem!I Each syrem 1s a IUbsystem or tile 
drainage basin system but the proceu - response th•act(f"l6Ucs 
ot each sys.em oper13tas ltllepSlnenUy or me bnin p~tit 
re!'Jponse system Urban geomorpriolog1ca1. 1yamms are best 
eppra11ed rYy undentallllng lt1 tikl slope enc <.htmnei systems as 
mo!lt ot the urban geomorj:tlologlcel ha1.tras nd a1sa,tcrs are 
a5'oc1at d v.'lth thf'~ syttem!I 

Plate 10 -Aerial Photo Mapping is a useful tool in the identification, 
classification and mapping of drainage basin systems 

How does a River System Function? - Process - 
Response Models 

The drainage basin and its subsystems (vallcyside slopes and channel slopes) as 
with other geomorphological systems are open systems (Figure IO; Khairulmaini 
1998; 200lb; 2002; 2003c .). They adjust to given inputs of energy and matter 
and are characterized by typical morphologies and discharges (sediment and 
water). Drainage basins are in the long term systems of losses, but in shorter time 
periods they can show cycles of losses and gains (Plate 11; Figure 11 ). This 
ability to adjust and to react tells us that drainage basins arc dynamic process 
response systems, they arc functional, and have internal structures that govern the 
inputs of energy and matter thus determining the overall process-response of the 
system. Adjustments operate on feedback mechanisms I both negative, Plate 12, 
and positive, Plate 13].ln its natural state; basin adjustments to energy and mat 
ter are time-dependent, towards a condition or steady state. 

There are two characteristic features to this, 111 there is a general decay in 
the energy gradients I maximum entropy, I hut erosional n uvial regimes 
(Khairulmaini J 995a) lo depositional fluvial regimes (Khairulrnaini 1989), 
Plates 14aj, the penultimate end I maximum entropy! is the base level or zero 
energy, [2] rivers can adjust lo fluctuations in the input regimes of its process 
response system I geological and cl i nuuic pert urbutions [. Both f orm of 
adjustments describe the g mcrnl natural life cy ·I· of th· riv ·r system, 
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The drainage ba in process - re ponse systems operates within a set of 
continuou links, starting from the valleyside slopes to channel slopes and finally 
to the e tuarine zones. This latter in turn influences the coastal-marine 
geomorphological systems in terms as inputs into the y terns thu to a certain 
extent governs the process-response regimes of the coastal systems (Plate l4b). 

Cradle of Development - River Basin Resources 

Nearly every form of economic activity a sociated with natural resource 
developments occur within the perspccti e of the drainage basin system, includ 
ing those activities which occurs in the .stuarine and coastal tones (Khuirulmuini 
2000; l 998b; 2001 b; Figure 12). 

Plate 11 Drainage basins arc primarily s) stems of losses (sediments) but in the short 
term its subsystems also shcm ycles of losses and gains as the system adjusts to 

changing hydrological regimes 

Hov ever, certain economic acnvities are associated with resource 
developments within pecific drainage basin subsystems. Others, for example 
transgress different basin . ubsy terns. 

ppcr drainage sy terns, for example are watershed areas reserved for water 
resources development for residential, commercial, industrial and agricultural 
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Figure 11 - Slope curvanturc influences the process - response regimes 
(losses and gains) on the vallcysidc slopes 

Plate 12 - Nagative feedback loops dominates at the scale of the unit basin system 
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Plat' - Positi. . fc idbuck loops operates on th' d1ai1111 • • basin vullcy slde slot • 

J 

Changing Energy 
Gradients 

Depositional Pluvial Regimes 
(Maximwn Entropy) 

Plate 14 -Thc general decay of energy gradients describes the changing fluvial 
regimes of drainage basins 
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!ONC ' (or•a .. c.uo~> 
0111nAQ• a .. 11, 

Figure 14b - The drainage basin system influences the coastal zone interface through 
sediment inputs into th system 

use (Khairulmaini and Fauza 2003a; 2003b). Upper drainage zones are also 
developed for their hydroelectric power potential (Khairulrnaini 2002a). In 
Malaysia, upper basin systems are also new frontier areas rapidly developed for 
their tourism potential and usually involve intense urbanization and 
infrastructure developments (Chan et al. 200 I). 

Channel subsystems arc often mined for their rich sand deposits highly 
needed by the housing industry (Plate 15). In the Cameron Highlands - Batang 
Padang Basins for example specific horticultural practices are found on the val 
leyside slopes (Plate 16). The growth of cities and agriculture arc often 
associated with the rich and fertile river alluvial lands. This has led to the rapid 
and overexploitation of the lower and middle drainage zones of drainage basins. 
The rapid urbanization process and the need Lo escape from problems associated 
with this city growth and urbanization have led Lo intense development on the 
upper basin systems (through urbanization and lnfrastructural developments; 
Plate 17), which are generally churactcrizcd hy I heir very steep vallcysidc slopes, 
heavy rainfall, superficial soils, dense v · icuuion and high incrgy gradients 
(Khairulmaini 200 I b), 
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\ 

Figure 13 - Disruptions of the basin process response regimes as a result of 
cm ironmcntul rcxourcc devclopntcnt 

Human ontrol Systems and Induced Changes 

Man disrupts the river basin process response re 1i111es through the development 
of river resources I igurc IJ: Khnirulmnini t 991)a j.E\ •r 1 hH 111 or n•sm11t·t•s 
de elopmcnt arc associated with different phases or work proces». Each or this 
work process 'an lead to a chung • in the druiun 11.' busiu proccs» r ·sponse 
regimes. My study on h dropowcr dcvclopm .m in the 'amcron 
Highlands - Batung Padang Basin (Khairulmuiui _()()I a) uud the S1111gni P •rgau 
Basin (Khairulmaini 199%), for e: ample shows how the differ ·111 phases of 
de clopmcnt had contributed to the problems of erosion and sedimentation in 
Upper Ba in Systems (Figure 1-1.). 

0' clopmcnt can assume at a number of spatial scales within the basin 
r nllcysid slopes, river channel slope and the river basin unit.] - the cumulative 
eff cct of which i. the overall on the proces -response system of the river basin 
system. Ri er basin evolution is associated with typical morphologies and 
sediment los . 

There are two ways that river basin regimes can be disrupted, [l] changes to 
river basin inputs, and [2] changes to the extrinsic and intrinsic characteristics of 
the basin. River resources development, through various landuse practices could 
change the geomorphornetric properties of river basin, which in turn can govern 
the sediment di charge and now characteristics of river basins (Khairulmaini 
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1987a; Jailani et al 2003, also refer to Figure 5a). These changes bring about new 
processes into the system or accelerate/decelerate existing processes. The 
changing values of the process parameters would determine the state of 
environmental quality, hazard and potential risk that the changed 
process-response regime posed to man (Khairulmaini and Fauza 200 I a; 200 I b; 
2003b; Khairulmaini 2003d; 2003e). 

Figure 14 - Hydropowcr development is associated with different phases of 
work process. Each work phase could have a detrimental effect on the 

environment subsystems. 

Plate 15 - Sand Mining ut Upper basin Systems' not only disrupts the local channel 
process-response regime but also on the dow11s1ru11111 cuhnn ·I proc ·ss 1cspo11s • 1 .gim ·• 

ultimately inllu mcin 1 th· sediment bud ·t lo udjoinin • co11s111I sys1~·111s 
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Plate 16 - Poor horticural practices on vallcysidc slopes can contribute to sedimentation 
and chemical pollution of adjoining channel systems 

Degradation of Environment and Quality of Lif • 

Ri er basin rcsour .cs de .lopmcut brin 'S about chun 1 ·s in th· quality of lif . of 
th basin dv cllcr, hangcs in the process-response re rim ·s purumcters influ .ncc 
the comfort and c cntuul ' clfurc of the basin dweller (Piute I H: Klutirulmulnl 
and Fauzn _Q03b; Khairulmuini :!003d; Fau1a and Khuiruhuuini _oo I; 

Plate 17 - cw Frontier Development are oftem associated with Upper Basin Systems. 
The Touri m fore ample, have led to rapid urbanization and infrastructural 
developments w hich in most cases led to severe dissruptions in the process 

- re pon e systemsof the Upper Basin Systems. 
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Plate 18 - Environmental quality degradation arc associated with changing parameters of 
the basin proccsss - response regimes which in turn influences the quality of life of the 

basin dweller. 

Drainage Basin 

Household 

Environmental 
Degradation 

Plate 15 - Degradution of cnvironmcutnl quality affects dilf .rcnt levels of society 
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Khairulmaini and Fauza 200 I a). The e changes can operate at different spatial 
cales and thus can be seen to influence the ba in dweller at the level of the 
hou ehold unit, neighbourhood (local community) and the overall basin unit 
itself (Figure 15). 

Degradation of environmental quality attributed to changes in the basin 
process-response regimes can be related to different sources of occurrence, 
generally, these includes (I) point sources, such as river bank erosion, slope fail 
ure and slope erosion, (2) linear sources, uch as floods (limited to short duration 
ovcrbank flow), and certain forms of water pollution, and (3) spatial sources, 
such as floods (continuous rainfall can lead to ovcrbank flow which could 
assumed a widespread areal coverage of the basin) and certain forms of water 
pollution. 

Environmental degradation attributed to a particular river basin process 
could also be modeled by describing the problem within a source pathway 
target model (Khuirulmuiui 2002b; Figure 16). This model also summarizes the 
spatial dimension of the impacts of clum 1es in the ha-;in proccxs response 
regimes on the quality of lite, 

Degrading environmental quulit due to air anti' urcr pollution can also h • 
related to the gcomorphomctric propcui 'S of the druiuug · busiu, Each drainage 
basin system has its own co111'<'\'<1r s stem that trammiits the air and water 
pollutants from ' ithin the basin and r .pluccs it with non-polluted nit· and water 
through c clc mechanisms that arc xuurollcd hv prcssur · gradient lurcex within 
the basins (air and \ ater c clcs), H pothcticull , thcs • gradient lurccs are much 
more intense for bigger basins, and can onl ' transmits pullutunts uccuulin ily. 
When pollutants in the basins exceed this transmitting capacity, the problem of 
air pollution and flooding of contaminate I water can occur within the basin, 
whi h puts greater risks to the basin dv cller (Khairulmaini _()()I b: Figure 17). 

..... 
f- ... v 
~ 
u 
> ..... c. .... 

Figure 16 - Environmental degra 
dation and its impact could be 
model basedon sources, pathways 
and targets of the hazards. River 
systems are flow systems and are 
vector entities thus the induced 
impacts at the source, along their 
pathways and eventually at the 
end of the destination (targets) 
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Figure J 7 - Drainage basin geomorphometric prpcrtics, pressure gradient 
forces and pollution dispersal (air and waler) 

Challenges to National Aspirations - National Security 

Environmental security is a subject of continuing Global interests, as compelling 
evidence of the relationships between resource developments and the increasing 
intensity of hazards and frequent occurrence of disaster related tragedies have 
shown to exacerbate risks on human welfare and health and eventually 
undermining the economic and political stability of a country (lessons learned 
from the outbreak of JE and SARS Virus, the I laze episodes, and numerous 
incidences of water pollution in the Straits of Malacca). 

Malaysia provides a focus for discussion for a number of reasons, mainly, as 
she moves into the 2 I" Century the frequencies and magnitudes of traditional 
hazards (such as flooding) have become more intense. In relation to this Malaysia 
are becoming more exposed 10 new threats within her drainage basins (for exam 
pie slope failures, slope erosion, and channel erosion). Indirectly also, 
Malaysia's dominant role in rlobal trade and h ·r vision to bccom · u developed 
nation status could be crippled i r a major disaster w ·re lo occur (Plate I IJ). 
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Plate 19 Poor undcrstunding of hnsin ullcysid •slop· prn •ss rcspons • 1 • iincs 
culminates into rapid slop' luilur .s which hnd Cl ippl .d M uu sia 's purt ur her 

transportation system (Bukit unjun incid ·nt, I cc nub ·r ~OOJ) 

Finally, Malaysia has thnt added r isponsibility to other I .ss ti· clop ·ti 
c untries that arc dependent on her for in isuucut and < th .r forms or aid. to b • 
economically strong and politi .all stable, as .nvironm iutul disasters as 
mentioned could erious disrupt thi s. Failure to uddr ss th' potcnriul threat of 
en iron mental problems on se urit is likcl to r ·suit in iconomi · anti politi ·nl 
in. tability, life-thr atcning cffc .rs and possible onfli ·t. 

Malaysia's interest in en iroumentul s · urit anti conflict resolution could 
be ob er d at a number of. patial . cales (Khuirulmaini 2003d). 

There a number of en iron mental L su -s o that transcends district and state 
borders. The. e include ri r er sion, o erbank and inter-tidal flooding, river 
pollution, degraded riparian eco stem waste deposal, and water resources 
issue. ( igure 18). 

Drainage Basin Management 

nvironmental degradation and the impending risks on quality of life within the 
basin system sugge t the need for an effective drainage basin management 
system. There are a number of reasons for this, and includes the following; 
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• 

• increase in the magnitudes and frequencies of environmental hazards 
• increasing risks on the basin dweller 

increase population densities toward the lower and upper basin systems 
intense river corridor development 
rapid urbanization and infrastructural built-up areas on middle and lower 
river basin 
general decay in environmental quality thus influencing quality of life 
weak management systems and limited integration 
ad-hoc development vs. systematic development 
limited stakeholder participation 

• 

• 

• 
• 

the effects of environmental degradation on adjoining geomorphological 
systems (coastal zone system) 

River basin problems 
transgress polltlcal and 

administrative boundaries 
this could lead to conftlct, 
development of resources 
and the management of 

problems 

Figure 18 - River basins transgress political and administrative boundaries, thus river 
basin problems could lead to conflicct, management and development of resources and 

coordination in managing problems 

Current and future river resources development activities and patterns have 
created and would continue to have a considerable impact on the quality and 
intrinsic value of drainage basins and in particular the sustainability of 
environmental rcsour ·cs i11 Malaysia. lronicully associated with tht:st: 
development activities arc a myriad of' wut •r-r ·Jal ·d I· •islations, re iululions, and 
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programs implemented at the federal, tate and local level have affected the plan 
ning, use and management of land and water resources within drainage basins 
(Khairulmaini and Fauza 2000a; Fauza and Khairulmaini 2000b). 

EnY!ronmental Resources Development 
In 

Melaysi 

•Subsistence Agnculture 
·Logging 
•Hydro-Power Gen r ion 
·Water Resources Dov lopment 
-Recresuon 
• M1nnr I no A ncultu1 
• Urb ntlcJbon 
• Estu mnu & Coa~tel D· v loprn• nt, 

Figure 19 Em ironmental rccout 'cs de\ dop111ent in Mnl 1 ·sin 

These discrete and usually uncoordinated acth hies involves the setting up of 
standards, ' utcr quality monitoring, ins] 'Ct ion and enforcement, management of 
waste' ater treatment and water treatment facilities, urban non-point source pol 
lution control and agricultural non-point source control and river engineering 
works. Furthermore, numerous educational. technical and financial assistance 
programs relating to river re, our cs management within the basins have been 
carried out to manage and control the flu ial regimes of drainage basins (Figure 
19). 

These activitie are carried out by numerous government agencies and are 
often not adequately coordinated or integrated and are generally sectoral in 
approach. The challenge here is to design an effective drainage basin partnership 
among local governments. state agencies, designated area-wide planning 
agencies. regulated communities, non-governmental organizations relating to 
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environmental conservation works, the private sector and the general public to 
achieve cost-effective and environmentally-effective solutions to the goals of a 
sustainable drainage basin program. 

The future approach in spatial development planning demands a new model 
for managing river basin resources, based on a well-defined spatial units-the 
drainage basins recognizes and describes the interconnections and relationships 
that characterizes the fluvial regimes and processes on land, including that of the 
subsurface flow processes. This approach, however transgress the prevalent 
sectoral development planning approach that are based on well defined economic 
criteria in Malaysia's Five Year Development Programmes (Figure 20). 

Figure 20- The needs of radical shift in drainage basin management 
involves the need lo appraised drainage basins and its subsystems 

as dynamic process-response systems 

Under the sectoral approach, development projects arc implemented using 
the state or regions which arc delineated based on existing udministrutivc 
boundaries. These spatial units do not ion form lo th · hydrological r · rim ·s or 
drainage basins (they tend lo oblit .rut · th· proe ·ss-1 ·sporni • r · •i111 ·s ol 
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geomorphological sy terns). Drainage basin ystem boundaries (including its 
sub y tern ) seldom if ever coincide with juri dictional boundaries such as states, 
cities, or district boundaries. 

Like drainage basins, aquifers (phreatic divides) too are natural hydrological 
units that seldom match jurisdictional boundarie but needs unique management 
techniques. This has long presented a special challenge to local and state water 
resource managers whose geographic ureas of respon ibilities are politically 
rather hydrologically based. lt further complicates matters that drainage basins 
occur on a range of patial scales from sub-national or regional down to local 
scales. 

At any scales, drainage basins and aquifers function· as natural systems 
within which resource managers and stakeholders can work to establish and 
maintain the best possible combination of ecological conditions and humnn 
welfare and comfort. A radical shift is thus needed to manage the country's 
draina ic basins from that which d escribcs druiuu • · basins as purely as 
.conomic planning units In an approa ·h that des .ribes druinuzc husius us 
dynamic functional nuitics. 

The drainage basins pro ide a pm crful study and runnugcm •nt unit which 
integrates the various omponcnts or th' bioph slcut ·11 ironm ·111 (Fi iur · -1 ). 
Th drainage basin is also a useful cone ipt for int •grntin' sci ·11 ·c' ith hi1-.1mi ·al, 
cultural, cc noruic and political issues. ~ atcr mo cmcut, c ding, use, quality 
and qunntit ), pro id's a Io .us for integrating urious nspc ·ts of druinuu • busiu 
u e and for making local and regional connections. 

• Soclo·Economlo 
• Developments 

• OevelOpment Programmes 
• Enwonmental Resources Development 
• I.And Use Transformations 
• lnfrkSlr\JCture Development 
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Focusing on the drainage basins as dynamic entities, one can start with a 
study of any of the small subsystems that make up a unit basin system and 
continually relate these small scale issues to questions affecting the health of 
larger scale drainage basin systems. 

This new approach would be guided by the core principle that aim to prevent 
disruptions and changes to the quality and quantity of natural fluvial regimes, 
achieved and sustain environmental improvements and meet other goals that is 
needed for an effective sustainable environmental management. 

Conclusion 

It is beyond dispute that, to be successful, planners, environmental managers and 
developers, one needs to be well informed about the nature and character of 
geomorphological systems, and therefore need the services of the 
geomorphologists. However, in Malaysia, contribution by gcomorphologists to 
further reinforce decision making in environmental resources development is still 
lacking. 

The last decade, Malaysia has witnessed a tremendous increase in the 
frequency and magnitude of geomorphological disasters. These disasters have 
claimed many lives and have destroyed a sizeable amount of individual and 
national properties. The disasters include, 

• The collapse of Highland Towers Condominium in Hulu Kelang, Sclangor 
on December 11 th 1993, where 48 people were killed. 
A Landslide at Km 34 feeder road to Genting Highlands, Pahang on June 
30'" 1995, where 20 people killed and 22 others sustain injuries. 
A sudden flood of mud smashed an Aborigines Settlement Village al Pos 
Dipang, Kampong Sahom, Mukim Kampar, Pcrak, on August 29th 1996 that 
claimed 44 lives and destroyed 30 houses. 
A Tropical Storm "Greg" which hit the West Coast of Sabah on December 
26'" 1996 killed more than 230 people and destroyed over 4000 dwellings 
there. 
The repeated flash floods that occur in the Klang River Valley in April 200 I. 
Landslides and soil erosion in .amcron I Iighlunds R ·gion in the Muy 200 I . 
Numerous catastrophic slope failures 

• 

• 

• 
• 
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There are other disasters that have badly affected the country. Most of these 
disasters have two major components to them, (I) they are directly related to 
man's activities on the environment (the exploitation of land resources), and (2) 
they arc associated with Iluvial geomorphological systems (drainage basins and 
their vallcyside slopes and channel slopes). As geomorphological systems are 
affected it thus becomes obvious or the potential role that geomorphology have 
to play in hazard management and disaster reduction in the country. 

This lecture describes the importance of Iluvial geomorphological studies 
and how it can contribute to river basin development and sustenance, in light of 
the increasing utilization of river basin resources. Fluviul geomorphological 
studies is central to understanding ri crs, as rivers are part of this morphogcnctic 
assemblages (geometric) or the busin system. valley side slopes and channels 
slopes that describes the surface or the earth. The exploitation or river basin 
resources has increased tremendous risks to the basin dweller inherent in the 
changing parameters or the river basin process response r ·gillies. 
;nvirnn111cnt:1l problems such ns rtoods, rapid slope Iuilurcs, pollution. soil 
erosion, ripurian eCOS) stem degradation and problems associated with 
sedimentation have all contributed to ti 'ca ing quality or tire in the basins. This 
hinges strongly on issu 'S affecting th' nation's welfare and not lur l'nH11 potential 
threats to national security. The importance of iucurpuruting l luvrul 
geomorphological 1'11m ledge can cuntriluuc to effective hu/urd muuu icmcnt and 
the sustenance of not onl river basin r .sourccx development hut also a high 
quality or life for th' basin dweller. This lecture had touched un :I number or 
important issues in Iluvial gcomorphologi .nl studies, that is importunt 
prerequisite in good decision maki11g and plunniug in the development of river 
basin resources, these in .ludc: 

The study of interrelationships of surface and near surface responses, mate 
rials and pro .csscs. 

• The application of ystems Theor 1 in geomorphological studies, such as the 
understanding of the concept of equilibrium and thresholds inherent within 
geomorphological system . 

• The application of . pecific geomorphological tools lo measure, analyses, 
interprets and classified geomorphological information. 
Modeling of geomorphological systems and the impact of man. 

I Iowevcr, it mu I also be emphasized here that, environmental resources 
dcvc/op111c11t in the country has always followed the pal/J of sectoral 
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development (Khairulmaini and Pauza 2000). The potential for development 
(such as economic factors) takes top priority as compared to the sensitivity of the 
environment (geomorphological systems). It is here, where the dilemma lies. 
Thus we have problems of floods, landslides, soil erosion and other forms of 
geomorphological hazards in areas where the geomorphologists would classify 
as sensitive or high risk (disaster prone) areas. Perhaps this could be one of the 
greatest frustration that geomorphologists encounter, knowing fully well that the 
amount of time and effort spend on good quality research would be overridden 
in the final decision making affecting environmental resources development. ln 
spite of these, geomorphologists can contribute to effective decision making as 
mentioned above. 

Wassalamualaikum Warahmatullahi Wabarakatuh and Salam Sejahtera. 

Thank you for attending this inaugural lecture. 
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